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Kimalee Philip

3RD LEAD (Adds cartoon)

‘Systemic rape of Tamil women is genocidal attack on
psyche of Tamils’: Grenada feminist
[TamilNet, Friday, 28 September 2012, 15:22 GMT]
Arguing that systematic abuse of Tamil women, especially ex-LTTE women
cadres, by the Sri Lankan state’s forces “must be viewed as the convergence of
state power, colonialism, sexism, racism, classism and imperialism”, Kimalee
Philip, a Canada based feminist hailing from Grenada, contends in a
commentary sent to TamilNet that rape of Tamil women constitutes a
significant attack on the collective psyche of Tamil women and the Eezham
Tamil people as such. Ms Philip, who was responding to the recently published
TamilNet analytical feature on the genocide-intended sexual violence inflicted
on ex-LTTE women cadres by Sri Lankan military and police, further argues that
the Sri Lankan state condones and commands the continued dehumanization of
Tamil bodies, minds and communities so as to deter Tamil women asserting
their agency and freedom. 

Kimalee Philip is an anti-racist, decolonial feminist and educator from Grenada currently
based in Toronto. She organizes with the Network for Pan-African Solidarity and is
currently working on a documentary on the Grenada Revolution.

The full text of her commentary sent to TamilNet follows:

In the name of state dominance and empire, Tamil women, in particular, ex-Liberation
Tamil Tigers of Eelam (LTTE) cadres are being systemically raped as their bodies and very
existence represent a threat to the Sri Lankan state- a state that simultaneously renders
visible and invisible the Tamil people.

In the summer of 2010, the author was fortunate to
attend the International Women’s Conference in
Montreal, Canada. The salient connections of rape,
torture, oppression and continued marginalization of
women was very much present despite the diverse
presence of women. 

At the same time, this conference seemed to also
represent a unifying and growing resistance among
women from multiple geopolitical spaces and colonial
locations. 

Significantly enough, at the time of the conference, the
Canadian government decided to imprison Tamil
migrants who had arrived on the MV Sun Sea. Of the
492 Tamil refugee claimants who arrived in August
2010 on the MV Sun Sea, a majority were detained by
Canadian immigration authorities. 
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As of May 30, 2011, the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB) had ordered the
deportation of four of the Sun Sea migrants, on the grounds that they were members of
the LTTE.

Unfortunately many of the responses from the general Canadian public were that ‘these
people’ were disrespectfully trying to ‘jump the cue’ and that like every other law-abiding
good immigrant, they should follow the immigration process as set out by the
government. 

There was a significantly large women Tamil delegation present at the Women’s
Conference who were trying to solicit broader support for the Tamil refugees on the MV
Sun Sea but to also create awareness around the living conditions of Tamil people on the
island of Sri Lanka.

Like the violence experienced by women in the Congo, the ongoing violence inflicted
upon the Tamil people particularly the women ex-LTTE cadres must be viewed as the
convergence of state power, colonialism, sexism, racism, classism and imperialism. 

The Tamil women participating in forms of resistance represents agency and freedom
that puts into question the validity and power of the Sri Lankan state therefore, through
sexual violence, the state condones and commands the continued dehumanization of
their bodies, minds and communities. 

The Sri Lankan military is an arm of the state that actualizes state violence through the
ongoing harassment of the Tamil people.

As the Tamil people continue to fight for sovereignty and independence, their resilient
attempts for a national identity continues to fuel the anger that feeds the Sri Lankan
state machine. 

The process of elimination includes but is not limited to, the denial of land ownership and
control, the denial of Tamil identity that is sovereign and that has political power, the
killing off of Tamil people and the systemic raping and miscegenation of Tamil women
which represents a significant attack on the psyche of Tamil women and ultimately their
communities.

The genocide of the Tamil people is not an internal matter. It is an international concern
and a violation of international law and international human rights. 

According to UN Women (UNIFEM at the time), 80% of the Tamil refugees in Sri Lanka
are women and children. In the year 2008, the South Asian Human Rights Index placed
Sri Lanka as the number one human rights violator and the number 3 violator of
women’s human rights in the world. 

Tamil women continue to be victims of forced pregnancies, sterilizations, torture, rape,
disappearances and murder compounded by growing levels of poverty and limited access
to food, water and medicine. 

The call cannot primarily be one of relief, rehabilitation and reconciliation but rather to
hold the Sri Lankan government accountable for its ongoing oppression of the Tamil
people and the systemic violation of women’s rights as rape continues to be used as a
weapon of war on the battlefield that is women’s bodies.

Chronology:
02.04.17  From ‘grease devils’ to ‘peace devils’, genocdial ..
03.03.17  British-recognised occupying SL military attempts ..
17.12.15  UN failing Eezham Tamils recognises rape, genocide..
09.09.15  Jolie silent on US sponsored Sinhala rape talks ab..
25.11.14  SL military raped conscripted Tamil women after Ra..
11.10.14  Ignoring Sri Lanka’s sexual violence is service to..
26.06.14  Eezham Tamils and duplicity of West’s human rights..
13.06.14  Selective genocidal rape in arsenal of ‘internatio..
11.06.14  UK shields Sri Lanka’s genocidal rape committed on..
19.10.13  Colombo CHOGM means condoning Sri Lanka: HR expert
15.08.13  Sinhala soldiers brutally rape Tamil mother in Poo..
03.07.13  American feminist writer contrasts gender politics..
18.03.13  Rape and murder of Tamil women by Sri Lankan force..
10.03.13  Tamil women in UK begin campaign to highlight geno..
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27.02.13  ‘Sexual violence against Tamils is premeditated, d..
27.02.13  Systematic rape of Tamils violates Genocide conven..
28.09.12  ‘Systemic rape of Tamil women is genocidal attack ..
30.08.12  Genocidal sex abuse of ex-LTTE female cadres becom..
09.09.11  SL 'grease devils’ in Jaffna target uprooted Vanni..
08.09.11  Using ‘grease devils’ Colombo sets next stage of m..
08.09.11  Jaffna University students agitate against ‘grease..
08.09.11  Sri Lanka Grease Devils scapegoat mental patients
06.09.11  Batticaloa residents perturbed over new interrogat..
04.09.11  SL military uses ‘media persons’ to film protester..
04.09.11  Sri Lankan CID interrogates former LTTE members in..
04.09.11  SL Army in Batticaloa singles out women for collec..
02.09.11  SL Army uses public buildings to ‘transform’ into ..
02.09.11  Grease devils – a new military phenomenon unleashi..
01.09.11  Grease devils, occupying forces, intensify terror ..
31.08.11  STF camps re-emerge in East citing ‘grease devil’ ..
27.08.11  SL military assault vigilant committee members in ..
26.08.11  HRCSL refuses to register complaints against ‘grea..
26.08.11  SLA-assaulted Tamil civilian dies in Puththa'lam h..
25.08.11  Sinhala villagers assault Indian nationals in Hatt..
25.08.11  Mannaar Court remands “grease devil” Navy sailor
24.08.11  3 Sinhala ‘intruders’ reported missing in Muslim t..
24.08.11  SLN, STF arrest 15 Muslims in Kalpiddi, Puththa'la..
23.08.11  SLA terror unleashed in Jaffna after public unmask..
22.08.11  SLA ‘grease devils’ caught red-handed by villagers..
22.08.11  SLA, STF militarise Puththa'lam following unrest
22.08.11  Tamils in Mannaar confront SL Navy 'grease devil' ..
22.08.11  SLA establishes 224th Brigade in Ki'n'niyaa after ..
22.08.11  ‘Grease devil’ scare, confrontations trigger displ..
21.08.11  Angry protesters kill SL Policeman, Puththa'lam te..
21.08.11  ‘Grease devil’ scare forces female nurse trainees ..
20.08.11  SLA increases its control in Ki'n'niyaa town after..
18.08.11  ‘Grease Devil’ attacks aim at frightening resettle..
18.08.11  SLA personnel assault UNP Provincial Councillor in..
17.08.11  Tamil villagers clash with SL Police in Batticaloa
15.08.11  Residents protest against abusive SLA at Thikilive..
15.08.11  Ki'n'niyaa Muslims attack SLN camp over “grease de..
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